PLC
Resources Digest

STA:
STP:
STAE:

Technology


Google Classroom: Free Google app allowing educators to create classes, distribute assignments, send
feedback, and see everything in one place



ZipGrade: iPhone and Android grading app for formative assessment and quizzes



Flipped Classroom: Inverts traditional teaching methods, delivering instruction online and outside of class and
moving “homework” into the classroom



Khan Academy: practice exercises, instructional videos, and a personalized learning dashboard that empower
learners to study at their own pace in and outside of the classroom

Content Area Reading


TED Talks: Making great ideas accessible to spark conversation



Newsela: Fresh, adaptive reads for every subject to increase reading engagement holistically for students,
teachers and principals



Stanford History Education Group: The ‘Reading Like a Historian’ curriculum engages students in historical
inquiry. Lessons revolve around a central historical question and feature a set of primary documents designed
for groups of students with a range of reading skills.



AllSides: Helps students see issues and political news with news bias revealed. Non-partisan, crowd-sourced
technology shows all sides so students can decide



Florida Standards: Language Arts Florida Standards

Classroom Management


PerformWell: Tardiness and school success



Remind: Communicate safely with students and parents



PBIS World: Behavior strategies and interventions



Classcraft: All-in-one education gamification platform



ClassDojo: Build classroom communities with parents and students

Differentiated Instruction and Interventions


Edmodo: Communication, collaboration and coaching platform



Vark Learning Style Quiz: A guide to learning styles; allowing a comparison of parents’ perception of their
children and the students actual achievement



Performing in Education: Plan project-based learning



Carol Tomlinson: Differentiated classroom resources



Reading Plus: Develops all three domains of reading—physical, cognitive and emotion—by integrating them
in one personalized reading program



Opportunities:
Pre/Post assessment: A vocab sheet allowing students to self-evaluate vocab words
Rotational model: Stations are set up with different learning activities
Differentiated grouping: Students of similar instructional levels are placed together with level-appropriate
materials
 Differentiated projects: Students choose which project and type of instruction they think is best for them
 Differentiated assessment: Use a variety of assessment types, incl. projects, exams, essays, and more





